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We welcome these new members:
Ian Benwith from Billericay.
Kim Naish from Colchester.
Maurice Austin from Chelmsford.
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We welcome members’ photos, articles and other contributions to Coates’
Cuttings. Please e-mail them to nl@chelmercanaltrust.co.uk or post them
to Windmill Pasture, Little Waltham Road, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 7TG.
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Editor’s column.
This being issue number 50 of our little
newsletter, it must be something of a
milestone. The very first two-page issue was
back in September 1996. We have come a
long way since those days, when conservation of both heritage and
nature was still a major focus, but invasive species of any sort were
yet to make an impact on our consciousness. In this edition we look
with trepidation at the emerging threat of the Quagga Mussel,
threatening to wreak untold impacts on our infrastructure and
ecosystems at the point where the loathed American Pennywort is
under control, though far from eradicated, and Himalayan Balsam is
in stark evidence in a number of locations. The themes of changing
ecology are also picked up in the review of the Mammals of Essex
book by John Dobson and Darren Tansley, and the recollections of
David Williams. It is interesting to read of the impact of the
introduction of motor barges on the quality of the abstracted drinking
water, in contrast with the boater’s view, expressed by the late John
Marriage, that they “kept the canal in marvellous condition because
they kept the weeds down”. It seems that it is all a matter of balance.
The Navigation would not, after all, be special were it not for the
boats. For many of us, the pleasures of being afloat on a beautiful
waterway are incomparable, and it is easy to forget that for each
boater floating by on the river, there are many on the shore enjoying
the spectacle thus created. As a bunch of waterway enthusiasts, there
is not much that we do with more alacrity than celebrating our rivers.
We even had a special celebration day for Chelmsford’s waterways
which looked very much to the future, which you can read all about
in these pages. We anticipate that this will be the first of many. Also
on the theme of enjoying the waterway and it’s environs, our treasure
hunts in September were greatly enjoyed by all who took part, and
there is a full report. Keeping things well rounded the historical
perspective we were again reminded of Beryl Claydon’s detailed
research on the history of Heybridge – a history inextricably
entwined with that of the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation itself.
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Celebrating the Rivers of Chelmsford
And ideas for the future.

The River Celebration Day was a successful event forming a small
part of the fascinating Chelmsford Ideas Festival. Having attended
the launch of the Timber Stack (see last issue), the organisers were
very keen to have a river based event this year.
As waterway enthusiasts, we are constantly perturbed by the many
people who are barely aware of the waterways in Chelmsford. “Oh
yes. That’s the river.” they think. as they glance at the ribbon of
water. We find this hopeless over-simplification maddening. How
many have wrongly assumed that the River Chelmer, which gave
Chelmsford its name, must clearly be that river flowing under the
iconic stone bridge in the High Street? (It is actually the River Can!)
So when we were approached to take part in the River Celebration
Day, it really wasn’t an offer we could turn down.
Numerous other organisations also provided stands with interesting
water related information. There were activities for children and boat
trips for anyone ready to see Chelmsford from a different
perspective.
It being part of the Ideas Festival, we decided to make the theme
“Ideas for Enhancing the Rivers of Chelmsford”. This entailed
putting together a display with entirely new material, highlighting the
various benefits of Chelmsford’s waterways, and the added benefits
that a fully integrated approach could bring.
From a navigational point of view, Chelmsford has always had two
sets of delightful but separate waterways. These can be described in
shorthand as “The Navigation” – linking Chelmsford’s Springfield
Basin to the sea, and “The Town Rivers” – the rivers Chelmer and
Can, which flow either side of The Meadows shopping centre, just
before reaching their confluence. Both have boats of different types
creating a spectacle for passers by to enjoy.
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For many years, waterway enthusiasts have observed that the water
in Springfield Basin is at the same level as the Town Rivers, and that
it is particularly tantalising that they are only 165 metres apart.
A major theme of our exhibition explored the benefits to both
waterways of linking these two bodies of water with the longadvocated navigable cut. With Chelmsford changing rapidly, could
now be the time to grasp the nettle and actually bring this scheme to
fruition?
We set up our
stand near the
River
Can,
where the Sea
Cadets
were
running
boat
trips up the river
to Central Park
and the model
boats.
We
shared
our
gazebo with The Susan Trust, and just along the riverside walk,
Essex and Suffolk Water’s Teresa Meadows had an impressive
display with educational games for the children. Meanwhile on the
other side of The Meadows, the Essex and Suffolk Rivers Trust had a
very popular river simulation display, which was keeping the kids
entertained for hours, although it was in fact a serious piece of
scientific research equipment on loan for the day!
Our own display seemed to generate a lot of interest and
engagement, even to the point where we were asked to bring it to
other related events in the ideas festival as well.
This was useful as in addition to giving the Chelmer Canal Trust
wider exposure, it enabled us to encounter experts in other
community projects and gain insights into how our ideas might be
pushed forward in practical ways.
William Marriage.
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Book Review

Darren Tansley of the Essex Wildlife Trust has just published, in cooperation with John Dobson, an updated survey of Essex mammals.
You will remember that Darren has given talks to the Trust and has
helped in our crusade against invasive species. His special mission
with the Wildlife Trust is to bolster the declining vole population by
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controlling the spread of mink. His achievements in this regard are
included in his book.
The authors have enlarged and updated previous surveys which have
allowed them to make interesting comparisons between “then and
now”. Some species are now extinct and have been replaced by more
recent arrivals. The foundation of all the collected data starts with
Henry Laver’s book of 1898 followed 101 years later by The
Mammals of Essex in 1999. This new book should reflect the present
state of things although the recent spotting of a pod of pilot whales in
the Blackwater estuary shows how quickly things can change. In fact
one of the authors' conclusions is that the rate of change in mammal
populations is alarming.
The survey’s findings are divided into various groups:
Visible species: hedgehog, mole, rabbit, brown hare, grey squirrel,
brown rat, all carnivores and deer. Small mammals: shrews, voles
and mice. Bats and Marine animals.
The data from current fieldwork combined with past records informs
us that 63 species of mammal have been recorded in Essex in the last
200 years. 80% of these have occurred since 1980. The status of all
of our mammals is shown on a chart where they are subdivided into
three categories: increasing, stable and declining. It is thought where
populations are declining the reasons are often due to changes in
agricultural practices and land management; something similar has
been reported amongst bird populations. The removal of hedgerows
by landowners reduces cover for all wildlife and removes valuable
linear routes for safe passage as well as depleting a stable food
source. Rough grassland inhabited by field voles, shrews and harvest
mice can be ploughed up, or cut too short. Roadside swards and
footpaths can suffer a similar fate. Some overzealous cutting along
the banks and towpath of the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation
has been a feature which the Chelmer Canal Trust has campaigned
against. Recently the environment secretary has encouraged us not to
mow our lawns as the long straggly grass helps our bee population.
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In similar vein one of our celebrated poets implores us:
“What would the world be, once bereft
Of wet and wilderness? Let them be left
O let them be left, wilderness and wet;
Long live the weeds and the wilderness yet.”
A large section of the book is devoted to descriptions of the various
wildlife habitats, their location and their occupants.
The habitats: coastal, seawalls, rivers, freshwater rivers, farmland
(crops and bare land grassland, woodland and other land) woodland
and urban. The inhabitants: rodents, insectivores, bats, carnivores,
seals, deer, whales, porpoise and dolphins, and exotics (you can take
a guess at what these might be!) The distribution of each species is
clearly mapped.
A very detailed section on mammal field signs should enable and
encourage you to go out and do some exploring yourself. Your
findings could be added to the next updated publication. So read the
book and go into the countryside and look for droppings, spraints,
scats, latrines, fish and frog remains, holes, tunnels, burrows, foot
prints, slides, paths, gnawings, stripped bark, open hazel nuts and
mice nests. You will be greatly helped by the excellent descriptions
and illustrations in the book. The Mammals of Essex is a veritable
wildlife bible. A conserved landscape is vitally important in
preventing further declines in our mammal populations.
( for further details: www.essexmammals.co.uk).

A Pod of Whales Visit the Blackwater.
As if on cue the report below in the Essex Chronicle appeared on
Nov 20th. We are lucky that we have the latest update on the
distribution of whales along the Essex Coat since 1898, with even
earlier sightings. We only have to dip into Mammals of Essex to
discover this and more. The first whale, it was referred to as a whale
but was probably a porpoise, was caught off East Mersea on the
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Blackwater in 1299 in the reign of Edward 1st. This fact is contained
in the court records which were written in Latin. The cost of
delivering the animal was 14s-8d; about 75p, but what that represents
in today’s money is anybody’s guess, it’s probably pretty expensive.
Stranded whales in those days were considered the King’s fish, just
as swans are regarded the property of our sovereign.
The flagged shape of the fins in the photo tells us that the pod are all
males, the females could be submerged- they have sickle shaped fins.
Pilot whales are more frequently seen in the Northern North Sea.
Mammals of Essex records that some were spotted in the Thames
Estuary in 1999 and others off Harwich and Clacton in 2000.
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Treasure Hunting Fun!
Our two treasure hunts took place on a Sunday in September. The
Paper Mill Lock hunt was a two part circular route, the first stage
was along the canal, and if people wanted more of a challenge, there
was a second stage around the countryside! The Heybridge Basin
hunt went along the canal as far as the scenic Beeleigh Falls, but was
in three parts, so people could do as much or as little as they wanted.

It was lovely to see so many families taking part, as soon as they
picked up the question sheets children were running off looking for
clues! It gave the rest of the family a chance to enjoy a leisurely
walk. Couples competed against each other to see who could spot
the answer first!
As people returned, it
was interesting to hear
about their adventures
during the hunt. One
of the answers at
Paper Mill hunt went
missing, and after
searching high and
low, people decided it
had
been
“kidnapped”! Luckily
the answer could be
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guessed, so it didn’t spoil the fun! The children had stories to tell of
what wildlife they had seen, and everyone seemed to enjoy
themselves.
The most difficult part of the treasure hunt appeared to be choosing
one of the prizes!

At the Heybridge Basin hunt Mrs Joan Pinch and Mrs Mary Pardy
completed all three sections. They had the correct answers so were
able to claim the top
prizes! After covering 6
miles their next stop
was a cup of tea, and a
well- earned rest!
The Paper Mill Lock
and Heybridge Basin
Treasure Hunts are
shown on our website,
but are listed as walks
with the clues removed.
Norma Mills.
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Canal Side Recollections
By David Williams

(David is the former manager of the Langford Treatment Works.
He has worked extensively for local mental health charities and is
a long serving member of Maldon District Council, acting as its
Chairman from 2012 to 2014)
My attraction for all things aquatic stemmed from my early years, when a
large part of my youth was spent in Chelmsford’s Central park, close to
where I lived. Many happy hours were spent catching frogs, newts,
sticklebacks, gudgeon and roach in the river, followed by perch, pike, tench
and rudd in the lake. Fishing for pike at night by torchlight, or hooking a
large tench were memorable occasions.
My earliest contact with the Chelmer canal, was fishing for eels in the
pools below the weirs, in my early teens, followed by gaining employment
aged 16 as a Laboratory assistant at the Langford Laboratory of Southend
Waterworks Co, now Essex and Suffolk Water.
Southend Waterworks Co came to Langford in the 1920’s, when the 30 or
so deep chalk wells in the Southend area could not supply enough water to
meet the needs of the growing population, hence the river works, was
constructed and supplied Southend via Rayleigh, and Rochford.
On starting work, I was too young to drive and was driven by the Chief
Chemist, Jack Slack, to take the routine samples on the intakes of the
Blackwater, the Chelmer canal at Langford, and at Rushes Lock where the
River Ter joined the Chelmer. It was not long before gaining a driving
licence, and being supplied with a green mini van.
Originally in 1927, water was abstracted from the Chelmer canal at Rushes
lock, and flowed by gravity to the storage reservoir at Langford, also being
pumped from the River Blackwater into the same reservoir.
In 1953 when Hanningfield reservoir and treatment works were
constructed, new abstraction points were created at Langford, on the
Chelmer opposite the pumping station that supplied Hanningfield, and on
the Blackwater upstream of the level control weirs. At the same time the
Chelmsford sewage effluent that had been piped to below the Intake at
Rushes Lock, was extended to the salt water river below Beeleigh Weir.
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The Langford Water Treatment Works.
River samples were normally taken on a weekly basis for chemical and
bacteriological analysis, but could be taken as frequently as twice daily in
flood conditions. A brass implement heavy enough to sink the bottles that
were clipped into it, was used to take the samples, this was on the end of a
thin rope which occasionally slipped out of one’s hand and floated away to
be recovered by a rod or branch. Occasionally in winter one may slip down
the bank and get a boot full of water. On one occasion after a very wet spell
having driven across the field to the river, the car wheels started spinning
and forward travel ceased. Being alone, I got behind the car, and with it in
gear, pushed until it started moving, but at a rather rapid pace towards the
canal. Being young, I sprinted after it jumped in, and stopped a few feet
before it became submerged.
Water was extracted daily in varying amounts determined by consumption,
with an annual extraction of some 40% of river flows. In summer months it
was possible for no water to flow over the Beeleigh weir, with only the
Chelmsford and Witham Effluents maintaining a flow past Fullbridge and
Promenade Park.
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During the 1976 drought, average daily flows as low as 4.98 MGD (million
galls per day) were recorded on the Chelmer canal, only exceeded by 3.5
MGD in 1935. The treatment capacity of Langford in summer being 12.0
MGD.
Extraction was only interrupted during winter months because of high
turbidity or nitrate levels, or river pollution at any time. During periods of
low flow, nitrates and phosphates were removed biologically in the canal.
With water lost to the estuary by the operation of the sea lock at Heybridge
basin, there was a statutory obligation on the water company to allow a
minimum of half a million gallons per day from both the River Blackwater
and the Chelmer canal to bypass the Beeleigh weir. This was arranged on
the Blackwater by a measured flow of water allowed down the Langford
cut from Langford Mill, and Chelmer piped from above the lock, upstream
of the weir by the Chelmer lock, (Beeleigh Lock? - Ed.) where a small brick
building can be seen when not overgrown.!!
The level of the canal, between Rickett’s Lock and Beeleigh, where the
intake was sited - some ¾ of a mile in length, was controlled, other than by
the weir levels, by the extraction pumps, especially in summer when flows
were low.
In the early days timber was still being transported, by horse drawn barge,
from Heybridge basin to Brown’s Timber yard in Chelmsford. As the rate
of travel was quite slow, the barges had little effect on the water quality as
they travelled. On a few occasions during summer droughts, the canal level
was pumped slightly too low for transit and we would receive a call to say
a barge had become grounded.
The Chelmer canal was ecologically very healthy with good weed growth,
and fish population. When the timber barges were converted from horse
drawn to outboard motors, in the early 1960’s, this affected the canal by the
weed growth being churned up by the propellers, until 1972 when this trade
ceased. Currently, only pleasure boats operate on the canal, from the
Victoria to individually owned small craft.
On one late Friday afternoon, I was preparing to leave my office when a
couple came walking into the treatment works entrance, I went to meet
them, to be told they were in a small boat stuck in the neighbouring lock, as
they had dropped their winding key in the canal. Offering to drive them to
Lt Baddow to obtain a replacement, I was duly rewarded with dinner at the
Angel, Stoke by Nayland, where my unfortunate traveller was a chef.
In 1963 I was married and lived in Mill Cottage, Langford, which is
situated at the head of Langford Cut. Whilst living there I was given a
wooden canoe, which unfortunately had a split in one of its base planks.
Being a scientist and not a carpenter, I obtained some wide insulation tape
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from the electricians which I placed over the crack on the inside of the
canoe, and kept it in place with a brick. This worked very well and I
travelled down the Cut which was like another world, with large dense
bushes either side and filled with reeds. My repair was successful until I
ventured up the River Blackwater, and attempting to cross the gravel
shallows, dislodged the tape, causing frantic baling, until I was on dry land.
In January 1970 a Chelmsford company polluted the canal with a serious
cyanide pollution, which killed thousands of fish. The effect was reduced in
the lower part of the canal by water being released from Hanningfield
reservoir, via Sandon brook to dilute the pollution.
There was also a mysterious incident when numerous mature dying eels
were removed from the screening chambers that removed the large objects
from the intake prior to the pumps.
No adverse chemical analysis was found, and it being autumn, there was a
suggestion that due to very low water levels the eels had modified their
metabolism for salt water for their sea journey, which they had not been
able to reach, and died of osmosis.

Eels regularly occurred in water company operations. In March/April each
year the small elvers could be seen in their millions, like a shiny wriggling
black mass, climbing the sides of the weirs to gain access to the upper
reaches of the river and canal.
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They also inhabited the pumping chambers where the pumps were housed
that pumped the canal and river water. When these chambers were drained,
normally several dustbins half full of eels were removed. On occasion a
very large eel would jam in the impellor, stopping the pump.
Eels were commercially kept in the Canal at Heybridge basin for 40 years
from 1928 to 1968 by the Kuijten Company of Holland, in two boats with a
storage capacity of 40 tons of eels. These were shipped by road to London,
initially in open topped tanks, and then a purpose designed tanker aerated
by oxygen cylinders, and carrying 10 tons. The eels were shipped mainly
from Holland. Maximum storage in the early 1950’s was 60 tons, however
the global number of eels seriously declined from the late 1950’s and the
company ceased trading from Heybridge, but still continues to this day in
other parts of the world.
Whilst living at Mill Cottage, I also experienced a small number of Salmon
that arrived in the Cut and in the Blackwater weir pond. The River
Authority built a ladder for them to access the shallow gravels upstream,
but before they could access this they had landed on someone’s plate!!
More recently, research has been carried out, in conjunction with a
university, to investigate the effect of non biodegradable sex hormones
such as oestrogen in the canal, changing the sex of the fish population.
And more widely publicised research was the removal of nitrates and
phosphates from the Chelmsford sewage effluent, which was then
discharged to the canal at Rushes Lock. This was to augment supplies in
drought conditions, but with the vast increase in raw water storage at
Abberton Reservoir, should not be needed in the foreseeable future.
The canal running through the Chelmer valley runs through gravel beds,
and when ground water levels are low during drought periods, water can be
lost to these. Two boreholes which were constructed to dewater the gravel
to allow the Langford reservoir to be built in the 1920’s were brought back
into use in the 1960’s during an exceptionally dry year, and on continuous
pumping, yielded water from the adjacent canal. In recent years a square
wooden pipe, or chunker, built in 1797 under the canal, was replaced with a
1.2 diameter pipe. It was designed to drain the surface water into
Heybridge Creek and was considered to be either partially blocked or in a
state of collapse, due to recent surface water flooding in Heybridge.
The chunker was found to be in good condition with most of the nails still
in place.
I hope someone finds something of interest in the above, if only a little
amusement.
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David N Williams.
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An Illustrated Talk on the Village of Heybridge
by Beryl Claydon,

Beryl Claydon is a local teacher and historian who has lived for nearly
fifty years in Heybridge village beside the Navigation. She served on
the parish council for nineteen years. After organising several very
enlightening local exhibitions on the village’s unique history, she was
persuaded to record her studies by writing a book. Although somewhat
overwhelmed by the emergence of new stories and first hand accounts
in 2012 she finally published her book, ”In And Around Heybridge In
The Nineteenth And Twentieth Century”. Although the book was
reviewed in the July 2013 edition of Coates Cuttings it was a special
privilege to hear a firsthand account from the author.
Although it would be an impossible task to scale down the vast detail
contained in the 288 pages of her book. Beryl demonstrated her great
talent for telling a story. It captivated everyone.
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She first reminded us of the size of the Heybridge parish. We knew that
it was boarded by Maldon’s town boundary. The great disputes about
the route of the proposed navigation in 1793 had brought that home to
us, but the fact that the eastern boundary extended as far as Osea Island
on the Blackwater estuary was a surprise. Heybridge Creek, now
dammed and derelict, was once a thriving port. Can you imagine tall
ships off-loading in Hall Road, or even the Romans using the former
course of the river Blackwater, which flowed into the creek as part of
their settlement on the Bovis Estate.
When “Canal Mania” eventually spread to Essex, inspired by the
construction of the navigations on the neighbouring Suffolk Stour and
Gipping rivers, there were a lot of potential investors. Our president’s
forebears, the Petre family, were among them, and some, shall we call
them “canal baggers” from as far away as Leicestershire. The objections
from Maldon’s merchants, the Chelmer millers and Chelmsford’s
Mildmay family, held things up, but a compromised route starting on
Heybridge’s Potman saltmarsh and skirting both Maldon’s and
Mildmay’s boundaries was eventually agreed.
The Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation, thirteen and half miles in
length, and with 13 locks with a 75ft rise from the sea to Chelmsford,
used for the most part, the natural courses of the rivers Chelmer and
Blackwater. It took four years to complete and was dug by navvies
(navigators) who were paid fifteen shillings for a 6 day week. In 1797
the first shipment of coal from Sunderland was carried on the 188 ton
brig, Robert Parker. Its cargo was hauled by horse drawn lighters from
Heybridge Basin to a coal yard at Little Baddow. Each horse had to stop
for a rest after two hours which meant that it would take a whole day to
reach Chelmsford. This was a vast improvement on the road trip of two
days with tiny loads by horse and cart. It took over 150 years to speed
things up. Motorised steel barges replaced the horses and wooden
lighters in 1952 and took only half a day for the journey. The
significance of sudden easy availability of an abundant supply of coal
had a major influence on the economic growth of the area. It led to the
industrialisation of Heybridge and Chemsford, the construction of the
railways and the Chelmsford gasworks.
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In Heybridge a global engineering firm, Bentalls, developed specialising
in the manufacture of agricultural machinery. This family from farming
stock, were renowned for inventing the innovatory Goldman plough.
Their sudden access to coal and pig iron via the sea and the Navigation
was a golden opportunity to expand. From their factory and forges on
the banks of the Navigation in Heybridge, they exported their ploughs
and chaff-cutters all over the world.
A global business required a skilled resident workforce. In nineteenth
century Heybridge there were no transport links anywhere, everyone
walked to work, so housing had to be provided on site. Several different
types of houses were built for rent for workers and supervisors using the
Dartford cement and gravel sandwich method, which was pioneered by
Bentall. Many examples of this unique method still exist, along with
many concrete boundary walls around the village. Beryl goes into
greater detail in her book about the different buildings and their
architectural merits, and deplores that all of them were not listed. A
fascinating experience is in store for the vintage architectural buffs
among you. Take a stroll armed with her book along the alleys, tracks
and lanes of old Heybridge, and admire the skill and taste of our
forebears.
Beryl finished by talking about the gradual expansion of the horizons of
Bentalls village as motorised transport and railways arrived on the
scene. Many of the old local transport companies, with their motor
coaches have now gone but the names of Moores, Halls, Gozzet and
Osbourne's conjure up vivid memories for the older generation. The
mobile revolution spread Heybridge’s inhabitants further afield. Some,
no doubt, are now commuters, using the rail link to London, which was
built from the bricks imported along the Navigation and which
inevitably led to its demise.
We are all fascinated and intrigued by our roots. Somehow they are an
important part of who we are. To be deprived of the story of our
personal roots is to be diminished. The past and present residents of the
village of Heybridge are all the richer and wiser for Beryl’s painstaking
research.
The book can be bought in Heybridge at Hill’s furniture shop for £15.

Dudley Courtman.
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River Users’ Group Meetings
These are some of the subjects that were discussed which have a
bearing on the Navigation.
Invasive Species.
Chinese mitten crabs were reported coming over Beeleigh Weir.
Quagga mussels are an emerging threat. We need to be vigilant
although there seems to be nothing that we can do to stop them.
Himalayan Balsam. A biological control has been developed, which
is being trialled in the West Country.
Works, building and land development on the Navigation.
Springfield Basin will be closed in order to carry out wharf repairs.
Work will start on dismantling Waterfront Place and replacing it with
apartments. Piling work has started.
The management of the Black Shed (formerly used by Brown’s
timber barges) on Coates Quay has passed to the Council’s Parks
Department, who are open to suggestion for its future use.
Land to the south of the Springfield Cut (the Peninsula) is open to
bids from developers for housing.
Towpath works along the Long Pond at Heybridge will involve
cutting back some of the vegetation. Improvements to the towpath
started at Sandford will be continued towards Barnes during the year.
The Heybridge Basin sliding sea lock gate will be raised to offer
more protection from tidal surges.
Information boards on the Navigation are planned for Heybridge
Basin.
Sandford Mill. No progress was reported on the land south of the
Sandford Industrial Museum (once occupied by the former sewage
works) or on the land on the north bank owned by Countryside
Properties.
The new Chelmsford effluent pipeline is nearing completion.
Planning matters.
Waterways, where possible will be prioritised, and green wedges
were considered to be more important for protection of the
countryside than the green belt.
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A vegetation management plan has been completed for the
Navigation and would be circulated by Essex Waterways.
An audit and review of sports facilities and open spaces was taking
place in conjunction with the City Council- the names of River
Group Members were put forward for comments and views.
River Users Group Review
It was suggested that the role of the group could be changed, the
agenda and purpose of the group could be widened: It was decided
that a clear statement giving clarity of ownership of the river and
who was responsible for what areas. A relevant map showing
ownership and current activities would be a good start. A tie up with
the new Essex Rivers Hub could be explored.

The Quagga Mussel.
The greatest threat posed by an Alien Species.

This small thumb nail size mussel packs a punch! It has migrated
from the Ukraine via fresh water rivers and canals to settle in the
Black and Caspian seas. From here it has been hoovered up by cargo
ships needing ballast water and transported around the world. It
arrived in the Great Lakes and spread to twenty-eight US states. As
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well as its ability
to
change
a
freshwater
ecosystem
causing
suffering
and
death to hundreds
of thousands of
native
animals,
fish and plants, it
can effect drinking
water supplies by
blocking up pipes.
Repairs could cost
millions in extra
tax. In the US the turbines at the Hoover dam have been affected and
water supplies to Las Vegas have been restricted.
This tiny mussel can smother boat hulls. It is considered by the
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology as the single greatest threat to the
UK’s wildlife of any alien species and one most likely to affect
British waters soon. The first reports of its arrival were in October
2014 on the River Wraysbury in Surrey and at reservoirs nearby on
the Thames at Staines and Walton – more sightings are likely.
The major UK water, ecological, environmental and angling agencies
have all pledged to investigate the spread of the quagga mussel in
UK waters and to take measures to reduce its impact. Unfortunately
there is no known cure. A campaign of “check clean, wash and dry”
of all boating and angling equipment and clothing is urged upon all
water space users. If you spot the mussels on the Chelmer and
Blackwater Navigation, or at any water bodies then you should
record it immediately via the Quagga mussel online reporting form
on the Centre for Ecology & Hydrology website at:
http://www.brc.ac.uk/risc/alert.php?species=quagga_mussel
The GB Non-native species secretariat website also has valuable
information and links concerning invasive species of all types:
http://www.nonnativespecies.org
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An infestation of quagga mussels on a boat’s propeller.
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Spotted along the Navigation

Black swan at Heybridge

Icy reflections at Heybridge
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Sunrise over the long pond
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Coracle man Steve poses for his official photo.
Some useful phone numbers:
Essex Waterways Ltd - 01494 783453
(Operating the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation)
Graham Brown, General Manager – 07966 375351
Hugh Turner, Moorings Manager – 07910 558465
Martin Maudsley, Heybridge Basin – 07712 079764
Ron and Judith, Blackwater Boat Trips — 01206-853282
Heybridge Boat Trips — 07835 657462
Paper Mill Lock, Tea Room and Boat Trips — 01245 225520
Environment Agency —

General Enquiries: 08708 506 506 (Mon-Fri 8-6)
Incident hotline: 0800 807060 (Freephone* 24 Hour)

No articles may be copied or reprinted without the Editors consent. The Chelmer Canal Trust may not
agree with opinions expressed in this newsletter. Nothing printed may be construed as policy or an
official announcement unless stated otherwise and no liability can be accepted for any matter in the
newsletter.

www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk
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